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Seeing Statistics
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Fig. 21. PSF size variation over the field of view (<φ1.5 deg) in HSC-i band.
The exposure time and the elevation are 200 sec and 72 degrees, respec-
tively. The PSF size is 0.36 arcsec at the center.

This exposure was taken under superb conditions and the
PSF size at the center is 0.36 arcsec (FWHM). Note that the
PSF remains well-sampled even under such good seeing. The
PSF gradually increases from the center to the edge which is
explained, in part, by the change of the pixel scale toward the
edge as is explained in Section 3.2.1. We also have an increase
of the optical aberration from the center but the aberration de-
creases close to the field edge because of the vignetting. This
explains the circular ring structure visible in Figure 21. We also
note that the variation is not axially symmetric. This suggests
that the optical system is somewhat mis-aligned. We will assess
the origin and stability of the asymmetry in Section 6.3.

The PSF varies over time due to changes in the natural at-
mospheric seeing. Figure 22 shows the HSC-i band PSF size
monitored over two years as a function of the elevation of the
telescope. Data from the Subaru Strategic Program (SSP) are
shown by thick circles. For the SSP, HSC-i band images have
been taken preferentially under better seeing conditions. The
median PSF size for the SSP data is 0.56 arcsec (FWHM), and
is 0.69 arcsec for all the data.

The elevation dependence on the seeing expected from the
Kolmogorov nature of atmospheric turbulence is represented as
sz sin

−3/5(EL) (Roddier 1981) where sz is the seeing toward
the zenith. The dashed line shows the expected elevation de-
pendence where we set sz =0.36. This nicely follows the lower
envelope of the data points. Changes in elevation could cause
collimation errors resulting in image degradation. However, we
see no evidence for such image degradation in the figure. This
suggests that the collimation system works as designed and the
alignment error is well control. If we assume that the best natu-
ral seeing in the HSC-i band is 0.36 arcsec, we could argue that
the instrument PSF is smaller than 0.36 arcsec, which is consis-

Fig. 22. HSC-i band PSF size at the field center versus elevation taken from
Feb. 2014 to Jan. 2016. Thick filled circles are from the coordinated SSP
data and thin ones are from all exposures. The dashed line is the function
0.36sin−3/5(EL) which is the expected elevation dependence of the natu-
ral seeing. The histogram in the right panel shows the seeing statistics of the
SSP data whose median value is 0.56 arcsec, whereas the median value of
all the data is 0.69 arcsec. The vertical clusters of data points at EL = 30, 60
and 75 degrees are from test observing run collecting for characterizations
of HSC.

tent with the estimate made in the design (Table 2). Note that
the sparsity of data in high elevation (EL > 73 degrees). This is
because observers are usually advised to avoid such high eleva-
tions because the PSF becomes worse due to larger drive errors
of the instrument rotator at such high elevations.

6.3 Understanding the PSF

Next, we analyze the field-position dependence of the PSF to
evaluate whether the HSC opto-mechanical system satisfies the
design specifications. Figure 23 shows the radial dependence of
the PSF size (top) and the ellipticities of the PSF (bottom) that
are calculated from the weighted second moments as,

e1 =
Ixx − Iyy
Ixx + Iyy

, e2 =
2Ixy

Ixx + Iyy
(9)

Black points presents the observed values taken under rela-
tively good seeing (∼ 0.4 arcsec). The red points in the figure
show the model results calculated from the optical ray-tracing
convolved with a 0.36 arcsec free-air gaussian seeing. In the
model calculation, we had to tilt the camera system by 20 arc-
sec with respect to the axis of the primary mirror to match with
the observed results. This suggests that we still had an opto-
mechanical alignment error of 20 arcsec when we took the data
shown here.

In order to characterize the behavior of the PSF more sys-
tematically, we obtained a pair of off-focus images with a dis-
placement of ∆z = ±900 µm. Figure 24 shows the donut-like
appearances of the images where the spider of the telescope top
ring and POPT2 are visible. Because WFC has vignetting, the
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Mostly seeing limited imaging realized
Miyazaki et al. (2018a) in press
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HSC SSP Survey: Three layers

• Three-tier survey

• Wide: 1400 sq. degs, i~26

• Deep: 28 sq. degs, i~27

• Ultradeep: 3 sq. degs, i~27.7

HSC-UD

HSC-D

HSC-Wide
all 
sky

300 nights 
from 2014 - 2019
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Survey Status

• ~ 150 nights done with 80 % of planned pace 

• Weather prospect was a bit optimistic. 

• More frequency of the filter exchanges to 
carry out time-domain survey

Status

• Reduction of CCD readout time 

• Giving up part of Width or Depth 

• Submit another proposal

Countermeasures being considered
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Collaborations with external teams
• Established collaborations with external groups, initiated by 

approaches from the external groups (not from us) 

• Exchanged MOU and now carrying out the collaboration 

• Spitzer/IRAC data (SPLASH; Peter Capak + COSMOS): 2012 Def -, 
UltraDeep fields, galaxy evolution  

• CFHT U-band data (scientists from Canada, France, China): 2014Aug 
-, ~320 CFHT hours (270hrs already taken),  galaxy evolution, photo-
z 

• UKIRT NIR (JHK) data (Arizona/Steward): 2014Aug-, ~240 UKIRT 
hours (205hrs taken), galaxy evolution, photo-z 

• Keck spectra (Caltech/JPL): 2016-, ~40 Keck nights (33 Keck 
nights+200hrs VLT+3 MMT nights), photo-z, galaxy evolution 

• Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) CMB data (ACT group): 
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich clusters, CMB lensing 

• XMM-XXL X-ray data (XXL team): galaxy clusters, AGN
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eROSITA
• MoU with eROSITA-DE (2017) 

• Collaboration on overlapped survey area 

• Shallow (Txmm ~ 2 ks) but wide (>~ 500 deg^2) 

• 120 deg^2 in the commissioning phase on the equator GAMA field (eFEDS) 

• Taken in four months from the launch (Sep. or Oct. 2018)

Figure 4 – eFEDS fields: We propose to place the proposed survey (blue rectangles) within the Spring Equatorial field of the wide tier
of the Hyper Suprime-Cam imaging survey (green-shaded region). This is to enable weak lensing studies for both X-ray clusters and
AGN. The HSC-Wide area is also covered by the VST-KiDS+VISTA-VIKING surveys (red dashed line), which yield 12-band optical
and near-infrared photometry. These data are a prerequisite for the proper characterization of the background galaxy population used
in the weak lensing analysis. The GAMA survey fields within the HSC region are shown with the red hatched rectangles. Our goal is
to maximise the overlap between the eFEDS and the GAMA fields. Additional optical spectroscopy is available from the SDSS-I/II/III
and 2QZ surveys. Also shown in the figure are existing Chandra, XMM-Newton and Swift-XRT observations. The COSMOS (2deg2,
Cappelluti et al., 2009; Civano et al., 2016) and XMM-ATLAS (6deg2, Ranalli et al., 2015) contiguous surveys are visible. The 100%
visibility window during the PV phase for a eROSITA launch on 2018-03-01 is indicated with the horizontal black bar at Dec=+4.5 deg,
the 50% visibility window is indicated with dashed grey extensions.

Figure 5 – Expected optical magnitude distribution of the
eFEDS AGN: Cumulative distribution of r-band magnitude of the
optical counterparts on X-ray selected sources at the eRASS8 limit.
This is estimated using simulations based on the XMM-XXL field
X-ray source catalogue (Liu et al., 2016). The solid red line shows
the optical magnitude limit of the Subaru-HSC wide survey.

program, the eROSITA cluster cosmology work will be
severely limited by lack of low mass constraints.

The proposed AGN science will help us understand
the X-ray source population of the eRASS, optimise
tools for the analysis and interpretation of the data and
enable early science results using the full eRASS depth
data shortly after launch in a field with a unique set of
multi-wavelength and spectroscopic data.

The demonstration of the core eROSITA science at
the early stages of the mission is very important for the
organization of follow-up programs, public outreach
and funding applications.

Figure 6 – eSASS exposure map simulation of one of the three
60 deg2 fields that make up the proposed survey shown in Fig. 4.
This is composed of three 4⇥5 deg scanning-mode units. An on-
time for the 4⇥5 deg field of 61.2 ks, results in a highly homoge-
neous exposure of 2.5ks per pixel.

4. Justification of use of eROSITA
Only eROSITA has the grasp to survey efficiently
wide sky-areas to the proposed point-source flux limit
(fX(0.5 � 2 keV) ⇡ 1.5 ⇥ 10�14 erg s�1 cm�2). The
eROSITA’s goal for precision cosmology using X-ray
clusters requires the use of cluster mass proxies. The
baseline approach is to employ eROSITA observable
quantities (e.g. X-ray luminosity) to estimate masses.
This however, further requires the independent calibra-
tion of the relation between the eROSITA observable
and the cluster mass using e.g. weak-lensing maps to
determine the latter. Such a calibration can only be
done using the eROSITA data at the appropriate depth
to capture all the systematic and random uncertainties
associated with the specific X-ray dataset, including
cluster selection. Only eROSITA data can therefore be
used to calibrate the scaling relation between eROSITA
observables and cluster mass.

5. Special calibration requirements

5

Cluster: Mass calibration, Comparison of cluster selection … 
AGN: Search, clustering analysis
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How is it like ?

hscmap.mtk.nao.ac.jp

Try

and use the bookmarks its menu 
to enjoy the uniqueness
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PASJ Special Issue Feb 2018

差出人: Michael Strauss strauss@astro.princeton.edu
件名: [HSC 1300] HSC special issue in PASJ
日付: 2016年11月24日 0:47
宛先: HSC Collaboration hsc@astro.princeton.edu

As you all know, the first public release of HSC data will take place in February 2017.  We plan to mark this occasion with a
special issue of the Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan (PASJ), which will include both technical papers describing
the HSC camera, pipeline and the survey, and science results based on the first-year data.  We anticipate of order 30 papers or
more in this special issue (see the tentative list below).  After consulting with the HSC science working groups and the primary
authors of the technical papers, we propose a deadline of April 1, 2017, for submission of these papers to PASJ; the special
issue will then come out in fall.  The HSC collaboration policy requires that papers be posted to the collaboration three weeks
before submission to a journal; that is, by Saturday, March 11.  However, we strongly encourage that drafts and outlines be
circulated well before that date within the relevant working groups, in order to have plenty of tim
e for discussion, and to avoid the need for collaboration members to read and give feedback on a large number of papers in a
small amount of time.  In particular, we urge authors of all relevant papers to have circulated at least a detailed outline, by
February 1.  

To help with the process of dealing with this significant number of papers,  Michael Strauss will lead an editorial board to confirm
that all papers appropriately cite the relevant technical papers, and that the description of the survey is accurate and consistent
between papers.  We will also create a wiki page where we define jargon that is commonly used in our papers. Please let us
know of any questions, concerns or suggestions. 

       Michael and Masahiro,
       for the HSC Executive Board

Here is the list of planned and possible papers (more than 50 are listed here!) for this special issue.  Please let us know if you
have corrections or additions to this list. 

Technical papers: 
  Camera:  Miyazaki
  Survey Design: Takada and Strauss
  Data Release: Tanaka
  Shear Catalog: Mandelbaum
  Pipeline: Bosch
  Photo-z: Tanaka
Huang: Synpipe 1
Murata: Synpipe 2

Low-z Galaxy working group: 
Andy Goulding: Morphology of AGN hosts
Johnny Greco: UDGs in groups (tentative)
Masao Hayashi    : NB-selected emission-line objects
Jean Coupon      : magnification bias up to z~2
Atsushi Nishizawa: red fraction of culster galaxies
Hung-Yu Jian     : galaxy population in clusters

High-z galaxy working group:
- Yuichi Harikane, "Galaxy-Dark Matter Halo Connection Revealed by the Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey"
- Yoshiaki Ono, "The Bright End of the Galaxy Luminosity Functions at z=4-7 based on the Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey"
- Akira Konno, "First Results of Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam 24deg^2 Narrowband Survey: Lya Luminosity Functions at z=5.7
and 6.6"
- Hisakazu Uchiyama, "Correlation between protoclusters and quasars at z~4"
- Jun Toshikawa, "Systematic Search of Protoclusters at z~4 in the Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey"
- Takatoshi Shibuya, "Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam Narrow-Band Survey for Lya Emitters: Selection and Lya Properties for Lya
Emitting Objects at z~6-7"
- Takatoshi Shibuya, "Optical and NIR Spectroscopic Observations for z~6-7 Very Luminous Lya Emitters Identified in the Subaru
Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey"
- Masami Ouchi, "Clustering of Lya Emitters at z=~6-7 Revealed by Early Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey"
- Akio K. Inoue, "A simulation of Ly-alpha emitters in the reionization epoch for the Subaru Strategic Program with Hyper
Suprime-Cam"

Strong lensing Working Group:
* SUGOHI I: Photometric and Spectroscopic Search for Strong Lenses in the HSC Survey, A. Sonnenfeld et al.
* Hunting with CHITAH: Strong-lens candidates from the first-year data of the Hyper Suprime-Cam survey (tentative) J. Chan et
al.
* Joint SL and WL analysis of HSC group/cluster lenses (tentative) A. Jaelani et al.
* Mass distribution of group-scale lenses from HSC (tentative) A. More et al.

AGN working group:
- He, Akiyama et al:  Clustering analysis of z~4 quasars
- Matsuoka et al:  Spectroscopic identification of z~6-7 quasars (SHELLQs Paper II)
- Akiyama, He, Ikeda et al:  Luminosity function of z~4 quasars
- Shirasaki, Strauss: The environment of quasars at intermediate redshifts
- Terashima:  X-ray bright optically faint sources
- Onoue: Galaxy environment around multiple QSO system
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- Takatoshi Shibuya, "Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam Narrow-Band Survey for Lya Emitters: Selection and Lya Properties for Lya
Emitting Objects at z~6-7"
- Takatoshi Shibuya, "Optical and NIR Spectroscopic Observations for z~6-7 Very Luminous Lya Emitters Identified in the Subaru
Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey"
- Masami Ouchi, "Clustering of Lya Emitters at z=~6-7 Revealed by Early Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam Survey"
- Akio K. Inoue, "A simulation of Ly-alpha emitters in the reionization epoch for the Subaru Strategic Program with Hyper
Suprime-Cam"

Strong lensing Working Group:
* SUGOHI I: Photometric and Spectroscopic Search for Strong Lenses in the HSC Survey, A. Sonnenfeld et al.
* Hunting with CHITAH: Strong-lens candidates from the first-year data of the Hyper Suprime-Cam survey (tentative) J. Chan et
al.
* Joint SL and WL analysis of HSC group/cluster lenses (tentative) A. Jaelani et al.
* Mass distribution of group-scale lenses from HSC (tentative) A. More et al.

AGN working group:
- He, Akiyama et al:  Clustering analysis of z~4 quasars
- Matsuoka et al:  Spectroscopic identification of z~6-7 quasars (SHELLQs Paper II)
- Akiyama, He, Ikeda et al:  Luminosity function of z~4 quasars
- Shirasaki, Strauss: The environment of quasars at intermediate redshifts
- Terashima:  X-ray bright optically faint sources
- Onoue: Galaxy environment around multiple QSO system

Cluster working group: 
** Hironao Miyatake: ACTpol xc HSC
** Elinor Medezinski: Planck xc HSC
** Miyaoka-san and Nobu: x-ray properties of selected HSC clusters
** Masamune Oguri: camira cluster sample
** Hung-Yu: on quenching of galaxies in clusters
** Yen-Ting Lin: evolution of BCG, stellar mass function, and radio galaxies in camira
** Atsushi Nishizawa: red fraction evolution
** Surhud More: splashback radius -- although this may be merged with Atsushi's paper above, still TBD

Galactic Archeology Working Group: 
Halo Structure using BHB stars 

Weak lensing working group:
Mandelbaum: Shear catalog
Miyatake: Cosmological constraints by CMASS/BOSS galaxy clustering and the HSC-BOSS galaxy-galaxy weak lensing
measurements
Miyatake: Weak lensing measurement of ACTPol clusters
Medezinski: Weak lensing measurement of Planck clusters
Medezinski: Source selection for cluster weak lensing
Leauthaud:  Comparing light profiles of massive galaxies and WL measurements with hydro sims 
Speagle: Application of FRANKENZ (Josh's photoz code) to HSC and validation using g-g lensing 
Mandelbaum:  GREAT3-like simulations paper 
Miyazaki: shear selected clusters
Oguri: Wide area mass maps in 2D and 3D
Oguri: Mass-richness relation of CAMIRA clusters

Solar System working group: 
Yoshida & Terai:  Jupiter trojans (to ApJ?)
Terai & Yoshida: Hilda group (to ApJ?)
Terai: Colors of known TNO's 
_______________________________________________
Message 1300 of HSC - Discussions about the Hyper-SuprimeCam collaboration.
HSC@astro.princeton.edu
http://hsc.astro.princeton.edu/mailman/listinfo/hsc

40 papers
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Data Product

• Internal Release 

• Feb 2016 W: 150 deg^2 (full color/depth) 

• Oct 2017 W: 225 deg^2 (full color/depth) 

• up to 1026 deg^2 (partial color/depth) 

• Public Data Release 

• Feb 2017 W:100 deg^2 (full color/depth)

https://hsc-release.mtk.nao.ac.jp/

See Next  
Masayuki Tanaka’s Talk
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Y-band Stray Light
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Y-band Stray Light
Light Source identified : 
Encoder of Instrument Rotator
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New Single Lamp Dome Flat

Was installed and have been tested to eliminate the non-uniformity 
(Sakurai, Kawanomoto, Komiyama, Gunn)
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New Single Lamp Dome Flat
Old Four Lamps Illumination

Slope visible and this pattern 
changes over the time due the 

aging of four lamps

New Single Lamp Illumination

Axial Symmetric  
Still residual seen at center 
—> re-position the filament 

necessary

obs/flat

New dome flat data will be examine by comparing 
the  photometry with those analyzed with the old 

flat data.
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HSC Calibration System

Figure 1

Figure 2

For Long Term Monitoring of wavelength 
dependence of the HSC Detection Efficiency

15 W optical power (250 - 2200 nm) 
2 nm pitch from 400 - 1,100 nm 
           exposure 120 -  60 sec  / each (12 hours in total)

(Kawanomoto)
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Figure 1

Figure 2

HSC Calibration System
For Long Term Monitoring of wavelength 
dependence of the HSC Detection Efficiency

figure 4

Figure 3

Will be installed in late March 2018

(Kawanomoto)
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Reduction of Readout Time
Motivation: To catch up the delay of the SSP schedule 
Penalty: Reduction of the system gain (1 e -> less ADU) 

Original Clock:

(Kamata)
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Reduction of Readout Time
Motivation: To catch up the delay of the SSP schedule 
Penalty: Reduction of the system gain (1 e -> less ADU) and the noise 

Modified Clock:

(Kamata)
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Reduction of Readout Time

Clock C.F. 
[e/ADU]

Read Noise 
[e]

Time between 
Exposure[sec]

Original 3.3 4.4 32

New 5.3 5.3 26

Engineering scheduled next week

(Kamata)


